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Abstract
?An interactive application, which can demonstrate global paleogeographic maps on a 
virtual earth model, has been developed for touch devices. With this app, geoscience 
teachers and students can freely change both orientation of vir tual earth and eras of 
reconstructed paleogeographic maps from 600 million year ago to present by dragging fi nger 
movement on the touch-screen. It helps students for intuitive understanding plate tectonics, 
formation of super continents, mountain building processes and global climate change and 
so on caused by paleogeographic situations during the geological time scale.
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  p1x = 2.0*(prevX-width/2.0)/ width
  p1y = -2.0*(prevY- height /2.0)/ width
  p2x = 2.0*(currX-width /2.0)/ width
  p2y = -2.0*(currY- height /2.0)/ width
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  p1z = sqrt(1.0*1.0-(p1x*p1x+p1y*p1y));
  p2z = sqrt(1.0*1.0-(p2x*p2x+p2y*p2y));
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